Ready to read
Name:

Class:

1 Use the words to complete the sentences.

ankles
1 My _____________
are between my feet and my legs.
2 My _____________ are in the middle of my legs.
3 My _____________ are at the end of my feet.
4 My _____________ are between my hands and my arms.
5 My _____________ are in the middle of my arms.
6 My _____________ are at the end of my hands.
7 My _____________ joins my head to my body.
8 My _____________ are at the bottom of my spine.
9 My _____________ is at the top of my spine.
10

My _____________ protect my heart and lungs.

head

elbows

ribs

hips

knees

neck

toes

fingers

wrists

ankles

2 Read the text and complete the chart.

Eve

Sam

David
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All the children do four different sports. They all do one sport
in common. The boys and one of the girls play football, but not
Anna. The boys and one of the girls do karate, but not Eve. The
two girls go swimming. Eve and Sam go cycling. A boy and a girl
do gymnastics, but not Eve or Sam.

Anna

play tennis
play football
do karate
do gymnastics
go swimming
go cycling

• Which sport do all the children do? _________________________
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Ready to read
Name:

Class:

1 Read the sentences and write the names of the animals.

dogs

1

foxes

bats
1

cows
2

We look after them and we love them.
We don’t eat them. They live with us
dogs
and they are useful. ______________

3

We look after them and we eat them.
They aren’t nocturnal. They don’t
hunt for their food and they don’t fly.
______________
4

We don’t look after them and we
don’t eat them. They don’t live with
us. They are nocturnal and they fly.
______________

They are nocturnal and they hunt for
their food. They don’t fly and they
live in the cities and the countryside.
_______________

examines

drives

takes

feeds

gives

Every morning, Zara ______________
the animals in
feeds
the shelter. Then she ______________ her van and
she looks for lost animals. She ______________ the
animals to the shelter. Then she ______________
the new animals food and water. In the afternoon,
she ______________ the new animals. Then she
______________ them and checks them for a chip.
In the evening, she ______________ the animals
for a walk. Then she feeds the animals again and
______________ them in cages.

puts

washes

takes
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2 Use the words to complete the text.

2
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Ready to read
Name:

Class:

1 Read the sentences and number the pictures.
1

2

Smoke is coming out of the crater.
3

Rocks are comming out of the volcano.

Lava is flowing down the side of the volcano.
5

The buildings are burning.

6

4

The trees are burning.

The people are leaving the town.
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2 Read the sentences and circle the correct words.
1 A volcano produces fast / slow changes to the landscape.
2 Cliff erosion produces fast / slow changes to the landscape.
3 Lava is liquid rock / solid rock flowing down the side of a volcano.
4 Motorways and power stations are natural / artificial elements in a landscape.
5 Forests and rivers are natural / artificial elements in a landscape.
6 Airports and motorways are for communications / energy.
7 Power stations and windmills are for communications / energy.
8 Wells and dams are for communications / water.
9 The Equator and the Arctic Circle are imaginary / real elements on a map.
10 The coastline and the mountains are imaginary / real elements on a map.
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Ready to read
Name:

Class:

1 Look at the gardening plans, read the sentences and circle T (true) or F (false).
1 Bob’s going to plant tomatoes in May.

T F

2 He isn’t going to pick carrots in June.

T F

3 He’s going to plant potatoes in October.

T F

4 He’s going to pick strawberries in July.

T F

5 He isn’t going to plant beans in May.

T F

6 He isn’t going to pick potatoes in April.

T F

7 He’s going to plant strawberries in September.

T F

8 He’s going to pick tomatoes in September.

T F

1

2

2 Read the speech bubbles and write the names in the chart.
______________

______________

______________

______________

every day

once a week

never

I never eat meat but I eat fish
every day. I eat vegetables
once a week and fruit three
times a week.

I eat vegetables every day
but I never eat fruit. I eat
fish once a week and meat
three times a week.
Sam

Bob

I eat fruit every day and
vegetables three times a week.
I eat meat once a week and I
never eat fish.

Eve

Anna

I never eat fruit but I eat
vegetables three times
a week. I eat meat every
day and fish once a week.
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three times a week
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Ready to read
Name:

Class:

1 Use the words to complete the text. Then circle the correct forms of the verb.
There are three main types of pollution. ______________pollution,
______________ pollution and ______________ pollution. The factories
pollutes / pollute the ______________, the ______________ and the

air
water

______________. Smog pollutes / pollute the air. Rubbish pollutes / pollute the
______________ and the ______________. Planes and traffic pollutes / pollute
the ______________. Ships and farms pollutes / pollute the ______________.

land

2 Read and number the texts.
1

2

3

4
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There are some roads, some buildings and some fields. There is the sea and the coast.
There aren’t any vehicles.
There is land and water. There is a river and there are some mountains. There is a plane.
There aren’t any roads.
There is a road and there is a building, there are some people and there is some traffic.
There isn’t any water.
There are some factories and there is some smoke. There is some water and there are
some ships. There are some fields but there isn't a river.
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Ready to read
Name:

Class:

1 Read the text and complete Sam’s family tree.
I’ve got a brother
called Luke. I’ve got
a half sister called
Rose. Then I’ve
got a step-brother
called Tony and a
step-sister called
Molly. My stepmother is called
Jane and my stepfather is called
George.

1

_____________

__________

_____________

__________

_____________

__________

2

Sam
__________

2 Read the text and label the street.
1
__________
4

__________
3

__________
6

__________
5

__________
8

__________
7

__________

__________

On my street there was a doctor
at number 1. Between the
doctor and the builder there was
a banker. Next to the builder
there was a housewife. Opposite
the banker there was teacher
and between the teacher and
the electrician there was a
journalist. Next door to the
teacher there was a shopkeeper.
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2
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Ready to read
Name:

Class:

1 Read the text and label the timeline with the dates and the inventions.

Gutenberg invented the printing press in 1439. This was a very early
invention. In the 19th century there were lots of inventions in the
area of communications. Bell invented the telephone in 1870 but the
mobile telephone wasn’t invented until 1983. Marconi invented the
radio in 1900 and Baird invented the television in 1926. Before that
Scholes invented the typewriter in 1868 and Edison invented the
light bulb in 1879. In 1968 Baer invented the video games console,
not for work, but for entertainment.

1439

______

______

______

______

______

______

1983

_________ _________ _________ _________ _________ _________ _________ _________
2 Read the text and circle the correct options.

Hypatia of Alexandria was the first woman astronomer / doctor. She was in born in
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Cairo / Alexandria in about 370 BC / AD. Her father was the director of the University /
hospital. Hypatia studied Science / Art. She travelled to Australia / Athens and Italy. Then
she worked as a doctor / teacher. Hypatia was also an inventor / explorer. She invented the
television, telephone and camera / the astrolabe, planesphere and hydroscope. Hypatia was
a pagan / Christian and some people were angry with her. In 415 AD / BC they killed her.
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Ready to read
Name:

Class:

1 Read the text and number the photos in the correct order.

On the 4th of November 1922, Howard Carter discovered Tutenkhamun’s
tomb. Behind the first door he found jars and chests. Then he found another
door and behind that door he found beds, chairs, and statues of animals. Inside
the chamber he found children’s games, feathers, and baskets of food. Then
he found another door and behind that door he found a huge sarcophagus
made of gold. Inside the sarcophagus he found a golden death mask and
Tutenkhamun’s mummy. Then he found another door! Behind that door he
found chests with jewels and gold, and a beautiful statue of a black cat.

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

Egyptian society was like a pyramid. The gods and
goddesses were at the top of the pyramid. Then there
was the pharaoh with his wives and his children. After
that there were the noblemen and then the scribes.
After the scribes there were the other workers like
the artisans. Finally there were the farmers.

_______________

_______________
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2 Read the text and label the pictures.
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Ready to read answers
Page 71

Page 69
1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1
ankles
knees
toes
wrists
elbows
fingers
neck
hips
head
ribs

2
Play tennis
Page 70
1

1
2
3
4

dogs
cows
bats
foxes

5
3
6
2
1
4

The buildings are burning.
Lava is flowing down the side of the volcano.
The people are leaving the town.
Rocks are coming out of the volcano.
Smoke is coming out of the crater.
The trees are burning.

2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

fast
slow
liquid rock
artificial
natural
communications
energy
water
imaginary
real

Page 72
1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

True
True
False
False
True
True
True
True
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2
Every morning, Zara feeds the animals in the shelter.
Then she drives her van and she looks for lost
animals. She takes the animals to the shelter. Then
she gives the new animals food and water. In the
afternoon, she washes the new animals. Then she
examines them and checks them for a chip. In the
evening, she takes the animals for a walk. Then she
feeds the animals again and puts them in cages.

2
Bob; Eve; Sam; Anna
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Ready to read answers
Page 73

Page 75

1
There are three main types of pollution. Air
pollution, water pollution and land pollution. The
factories pollute the air, the water and the land.
Smog pollutes the air. Rubbish pollutes the water
and the land. Planes and traffic pollute the air. Ships
and farms pollute the water.
2
There are some roads, some buildings and some
fields. There is the sea and the coast. There aren’t
any vehicles. 3
There is land and water. There is a river and there
are some mountains. There is a plane. There aren’t
any roads. 2
There is a road and there is a building, there are
some people and there is some traffic. There isn’t
any water. 4
There are some factories and there is some smoke.
There is some water and there are some ships.
There are some fields but there isn’t a river. 1

1
1439 – Guttenberg invented the printing press.
1868 – Scholes invented the typewriter.
1870 – Bell invented the telephone.
1879 – Edison invented the light bulb.
1900 – Marconi invented the radio.
1926 – Baird invented the television.
1968 – Baer invented the video games console.
1983 – The mobile phone was invented.
2
Hypatia of Alexandria was the first woman
astronomer. She was born in Alexandria about 370
AD. Her father was the director of the University.
Hypatia studied Science. She travelled to Athens and
Italy. Then she worked as a teacher. Hypatia was also
an inventor. She invented the astrolabe, planesphere
and hydroscope. Hypatia was a pagan and some
people were angry with her. In 415 AD they killed her.
Page 76
1

Page 74

1
2
3
4
5
6

jars and chests
beds, chairs and statues of animals
children’s games, feathers, and baskets of food
sarcophagus
death mask
statue of a black cat

2
farmers; artisans; scribes; noblemen, pharaoh; god;
goddess
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1
George; Jane; Molly; Luke; Rose; Tony; Sam
2
2 shopkeeper
4 teacher
6 journalist
8 electrician
1 doctor
3 banker
5 builder
7 housewife
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